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discrimination against, 65-66, 629; 
impact of regulation on, 630-31; 
Medicare and Medicaid payments 
to, 629; survival of, 628 

Hospitals, urban, 630-31 
Hungary, 534 
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417-18 
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party insurance, 651; exemptions for 
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197-99,263-69,277-78; favors large 
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286-87 
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based and bureaucratic system, 
33-34; in cosmetic surgery market, 
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641-45 
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care access for, 508, 510-12 
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Managed care concept, 33-34 
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197-98; as cause for uninsured, 
348-50; consequences of state, 
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from, 350-51; in Hawaii, 363-64; 



under state law, 47-49, 197-98, 
323-25, 326-39; state role in reform 
of, 350-53; variation in state-level, 
348 

Market system: cost-plus system as 
opposite to, 168; perception of 
individual in, 37; relationship of 
buyer and seller in, 26-29; self
interest in, 37, 300. See also Health 
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Price system 

Massachusetts health care plan, 355, 
364-67 

Medicaid patients: accessibility of 
health care to, 511; in LHCAs, 643; 
rationed care to, 574-75, 578-79 

Medicaid program: adoption of DRG 
system by state, 306; cost-plus 
reimbursement methods of, 166-67; 
effect of payment reduction, 172-73; 
effect of spending by, 231, 288-90; 
experimental alternative 
reimbursement under, 191; policy 
changes needed for, 319-20; 
proposal to dismantle bureaucracy 
of, 60; quality of service for patients 
under, 59, 67; recommendation to 
decentralize, 614; recommendation 
to restrict or replace, 656; 
representation of minorities in, 429; 
spending for elderly, 67 

Medical care: emergence of free 
market in, l38-39; factors in 
consumption, 231-32; for indigents, 
360-61; for infants and children, 
84-87, 89-92; legal right to, 360-61; 
unnecessary, 114-20 

Medical costs: hospital role in 
lowering, 158; inflation in, 286-87; 
for terminally ill, 105-9, 439. See also 
Hospital costs 

Medical education. See Medical schools 
Medical Enterprise Programs (MEPs), 

66; effect of proposed, 656; for 
underserved population, 6l3-14 

Medical Enterprise Zones (MEZs), 
65-66; conditions for areas qualified 
as, 635-36; effect of proposed, 656; 
elements to create, 633-41; to meet 
needs of underserved population, 
612-l3, 633-41 

Medical ethics, 120-23; AMA code in 
nineteenth century, 141-42; fee
setting as requirement for, 141, 151 

Medical examining boards, 142-43, 144 
Medical insurance plans: AMA 

influence on, 153-55; created by 
local medical societies, 159; 
development of prepaid, 159; 
indemnity and nonindemnity, 153; 
prepaid with restricted choices, 153 

Medical IRAs (MlRAs): benefits of 
proposed, 449-50; concept behind, 
440-41,452; defect of, 416; NCPA 
proposal for, 441-45; for 
postretirement medical expenses, 
652; as postretirement saving device, 
415-16; proposed tax credits for, 
441-49; proposed tax incentives for 
contribution to, 57; as replacement 
for Medicare, 656; Slaughter 
proposal for, 445-49. See also Super 
IRAs 

Medical laboratories (in MEZs), 636 
Medical marketplace: with 

competition, 80, 129-31, 192; for 
cosmetic surgery, 28-29; in cost-plus 
system environment, 22; differences 
from other markets, 20-21; effect on 
rural health care services, 626-27; 
emergence of competitive market 
for, 173; HMOs in, 194; information 
availability in, 27-28; as it should 
be, 14-17; market forces in, 649; 
Medisave idea in competitive, 250; 
NCPA report perspective of, 19; 
package price system in, 55-56, 297; 
private nature of U.S., 558; 
proposed transformation, 657; 
regulation of, 290-98; trend toward 
competition in, 208-9; where 
patients use own funds, 28-29. See 
also Health care marketplace; 
Hospital marketplace 

Medical practice: direct and indirect 
government controls over, 315-16; 
federal cost-benefit analYSis of, 301, 
315; Medicare role in, 312-15. See 
also Licensing laws; Medical schools; 
Physicians; Tort liability 

Medical rationing. See health care 
rationing 

Medical records (on credit cards), 252 
Medical savings accounts: advantages 

of, 249-51; effect on administrative 
costs of, 528; lifetime use of, 416; 
postretirement, 57; proposed, 46, 
244; proposed for public programs, 
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248; proposed Medisave, 46; 
questions and answers about, 
257-61; recommended for large 
medical bills, 651; in Singapore, 31, 
248; using deductibles with, 244-47. 
See also Debit cards 

Medical Savings Accounts (Medisave 
accounts): combined with MlRAs, 
450-51; proposals for, 57, 326, 618 

Medical schools: AMA-appproved, 
139-40; decline in applications to, 
294, 653; factors influencing student 
reduction in, 155; foreign, 155; goals 
of nonprofit, 158; government 
control of, 632; impact of Flexner 
report on, 144-47; in Medical 
Enterprise Zone, 635. See also 
Flexner report 

Medical societies, 137, 158, 159. See 
also Organized medicine 

Medical spending accounts, 617-18 
Medical standards, 139-43. See also 

Licensing laws; Medical schools; 
Physicians' standards review boards 
(PSROs) 

Medical students: conditions for 
priority status, 635 

Medical technology: acccess in Creat 
Britain to, 493; access in cost-control 
cost-plus system, 498; comparison of 
U.S. and Canadian, 491-92; 
rationing under Medicare DRC 
system, 62, 308-11, 568-70 

Medical waste laws (in MEZs), 637 
Medicare: policy changes needed for, 

319-20 
Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act 

(1988), 456-59, 583-84. See also 
Catastrophic health insurance 

Medicare insur;;mce: privatized, 
458-59; proposed private market in, 
451 

Medicare insured groups (MICs), 597 
Medicare Part B, 572-73 
Medicare patients: insured expenses 

of, 454-55; rural, 572 
Medicare program: catastrophic illness 

policy, 582; cost-plus reimbursement 
methods of, 166-67; determination 
of procedures under, 27; diagnosis
related groups (ORCs) under, 60-62; 
effect of payment reduction, 172-73; 
effect of spending by, 231, 288-90; 
eligibility for, 430-36; fixed price 
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